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OFF THE HOOK
the Senior
Class of 2008
Seniors Patrick Doherty, Patrick Troll, Eli Murph, Hannibal Kintana, Martin Moreno, Loren Carson, Ms. Machado and Amber Machado enjoying a pretty view in Italy on the summer Greece/Italy trip.

Seniors Joey Karlson, Whitney Walters, Anthony Chavarria, Andrew Brooks, Francis Klein, Anica Roskam, Chanah Dulin, and Evan Bolling enjoying a weekend get away at Whitney's cabin.

Seniors Caitlyn Lewis, Brittany Auger, and junior Bethany Updike enjoy a hike up Silvas Lake.

Seniors Vanessa Johnson and Kelsey Lough are pretty tough in the rigorous rain forests of Ketchikan.

Senior Thor Graham chilling at the Air Races in Reno, Nevada.
Seniors Jessyca Stanley and Janiece Lastimosa show off their stunnas on one of the few nice days in Ketchikan.

Seniors Joey Karlson and Evan Bolling prove just how brave they are by cruising Alaska style in the chilly waters of Ketchikan.

Seniors Marta Geldaker, Danielle Larson, Tara Hofmann, Jessica Nugent and Junior Bethany Updike take a break from the night for a photo op this summer.

Seniors Zach Scovill, Loren Carson, Nick Otness, and Hannibal Kintana enjoy their time in Europe together.

Seniors Kyleen Luhrs, Chanah Dulin, and Brittany Auger at Girls' State this summer.
4th of July

Class of 2008

Theme: Laua

The weather was typical Ketchikan -- WET! You would have thought we were on Mount Waialeale!
SENIOR WALK-IN
FINALLY OFF THE HOOK

Class of 2008

The first Pep Assembly was a big success. We had a dance off and the Seniors "Thrilled" the Freshmen and showed them who's OFF THE HOOK. Maroon and white -- we displayed our Kayhi Pride.
Eliza Gichard uses her muscles to chuck that wood.

Jessie Zink and Vanessa Johnson are determined to chop some wood.

Zach Scovill watches over Tamas Denke, who shows him how they do it in Hungary.

The WOODHOGS group hard at work.

WOODHOGS 2008


The mighty WOODHOG has stood by the Senior class since 1999. Left: Allan Manuel and Chris Kinney wait to make the wood chips fly.

The Seniors of 2008 know that if they work together much can be accomplished.
Senior

Best Eyes

Clara Geldaker and Daniel Castle

Chloe Hall and Alex Wilson

Jessyca Stanley and Martin Moreno

Loren Carson and Brittany Auger

Most Outrageous

Jessie Zink and Cameron Mackey

Jessica Bernard and Dustin Simpson

Best Dressed

Veronica Smith

Most Likely to be a Performer

Joey Karlson

Samantha MacNeith and Joel Manalo
Superlatives

Best Truck

Karlee Olsen

Tyler Barrett and Kelsey Lough

Olivia Round and Allan Manuel

Colin Ayers

Changed

Mitch Peura and Erika Wright

Patrick Troll and Emily Meusel

Couple

Best Laugh

Rowan Henderson and Alissa White

Anthony Chavarria and Vanessa Johnson

Jon Makua and Caitlyn Lewis

Most Involved
Rebekah Miller, Molly Keene, and Peter Jacob

Most Likely to Rule the World

Bryan Henderson and Channah Dulin

Most Successful

Grant Bole and Alisa White

Friendliest

April Souza and Ian Rodgers

Bryce Timm and Taira Wilhelm

Patrick Doherty and Kyleen Luhrs

Tara Hofmann and Gunnar Farstad

Class of 2008
Mari Freitag and Thor Graham

Rebekah Miller and Eliza Gichard

Gunnar Farstad

Karlee Olsen and Samantha MacNeil

Marta Geldaker and Evan Bolling

Jared Orton and Vanessa Johnson

Austin Simpson, Loren DeYoung, Patrick Gillian, Zach Scovill, Allan Manuel, Benson Bertolano, Michael McNulty and Hannibal Kintana

Alissa White and Aaron Kiffer
When...

Wendy Thompson, Courtney Thompson, Whitney Walters, Molly Keene, Chloe Hall, Sarah Ring, and Janiece Lastimosa

Lindy Klaask, Danielle Lareon, Hollee Reed, Tara Hofmann, Kyleen Luhrs, Caitlyn Lewis, and Olivia Round

April Souza and Amy Van Slyke

Kristen Peterson

Matt Diverity, Gunnar Farstad, Andrew Goodwin, and Brian Lindgren

Cameron Mackey, DJ Lowel, Loren Carson, Eric Lord, Forrest Townsend, Erika Wright, Kyleen Luhrs, Veronica Smith, Allie Zastrow, Caitlyn Lewis, and Tara Hofmann

Jacob Greasy, Mitch Peura, Bekah Miller, and Marta Geldaker.
Abigail Ahyong
will not follow where the path
may lead, but I will go where there
is no path, and I will leave a trail.
-Muriel Strode

Paris Albertsen
Confusion is meant to be resolved, but in my life, it just seems to get more confusing.
-Alex Kifer

Coleman Alguire
Even a broken clock is right twice a day.
-Anthony Hopkins

Forrest Allred
It isn’t the mountains ahead to climb that wear you out; it’s the pebble in your shoe.
-Muhammad Ali

Brittany Auger
Treasure this day, and treasure this life. Truly, neither will ever happen again.
-Ray Bradbury

Colin Ayers
In order to find new oceans you must lose sight of land.
-Unknown

Samantha Barnes
People remember first how you make them feel, then what you actually say.
-Unknown

Tyler Barrett
Life is.
-T.M.B
Damen Bell-Holtz

"They say practice makes perfect, and they say nobody's perfect. Which they'd make up their mind." - Wilt Chamberlin

Brynn Benson

"Throw a stone into the sea, and wait for it to come back to me. I better get out on the boat 'cuz someone told me that stones don’t float. Uncle E. of EELS"

Jessica Bernard

"Every day you may make progress. Every step may be treacherous. Yet there will stretch out before you an ever-lengthening, ever ascending, ever improving path. You know you will never get to the end of the journey. But this is far from discouraging, only adds to the joy and glory of the climb." - Winston Churchill

Benson Berlolano

Trapper Bishop

"When you know your position, you can change your condition." - Melvin Adams

Grant Boles

"I never let schooling get in the way of my education." - Samuel Clemens

Evan Bolling

"Soon the earth will sit on its axis and dance to the reggae beat to the accompaniment of the earthquake. And who can resist the dance of the earthquake, mon?" - Peter Tosh

Amber Bolton

"If you have love in your life, it can make up for a great many things you lack. If you don't have it, no matter what else, it's not enough." - Ann Landers

Ryan Borup

"I don't know much, but I do know this - with a golden heart roams a rebel fist." - Streetlight Manifesto

Andrew Brooks

"Going through life without sarcasm is like riding a wagon without springs. Every bump will jar it." - Henry Breche-Stowe

Kevin Brown

Brittani Budge

"Don't walk behind me, I may not lead. Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow. Just walk beside me and be my friend." - Unknown
Cecilia Burton
As a matter of fact, how can a mere dragon expect to tell a man like yourself what to do? In fact, everyone should stand in awe of your ignorance of finding the only dead end.
-Saphira to Eragon

Jonathan Burton
It's overwhelming. I feel as if I am living in an illusion, a dream where all things are possible. Amazing things do happen, I know, but always to someone else, always in some far-off place and time.
-Eragon to Saphira

Loren Carson
Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you'll land among the stars.
-Les Brown

Daniel Castle
If it is hot in the room... it usually is just me.
-Daniel Castle Nova

Anthony Chavarria
Since we all came from a woman, I wonder why we take from women, why we rape our women, do we hate our women? I think its time we killed for our women, our race to our women, try to heal our women, or if we don't, we'll have a race of babies that will hate the ladies, who make the babies. And since men can't make one he has weight to tell a woman when and where to create one.

Webster Corpuz

Casey Crayne

Jacob Creasy
Common sense, isn't it?
-Unknown

Kevin Crump
Ashley DeBoer
You don't drown by falling in the water, you drown by staying there.
-Stephen King

Lomas Denke
A reming hal meg utoljáva:
Hope dies last.
-Unknown

Patrick Doherty
It's a dangerous business, going out of door. You step into the road, and if you don't keep your feet, there is no knowing where you might be swept off to.
-Bilbo Baggins
Chanah Dulin
Think we dream so that we don't have to be apart so long. If we're in each other's dreams, we can be together all the time.
Calvin and Hobbes

Gunnar Farstad
The key to well rounded education is experimentation.
-Tom Green

Kyle Foote
I don't like that man. I must get to know him better.
-Abraham Lincoln

Douglas Fredrickson
Git-R-Done!
-Larry the Cable Guy

Mari Freitag
Fortune befriens the bold.
-Emily Dickinson

W. Ty Gass
It's not who you are deep down inside, but what you do in life that defines you.
-Batman Begins

Maria Geldaker
All you need is love.
-John Lennon

Eliza Gichard
Thank God you are free to build mountains; then pray for strength to smile when they must crumble.
-Carolyn Jean Powell

Patrick Gillian
It's not what you know. It's what you can prove.
-Training Day

Andrew Goodwin
What happens if you get scared half to death twice?
-Unknown

J. Thor Graham
Only fools fear great failure, it is from the small ones that truly make a man.
-Angelus

Chloe Hall
Faith sees the invisible, believes the incredible and receives the impossible.
-Unknown
Raychaell Harris
Life and love is only what you make it out to be. Nothing less, nothing more.
-Unknown

Rowan Henderson
From now on, I’ll connect the dots my own way.
-Calvin and Hobbes

Tara Hofmann
Dreaming of the person you want to be is wasting the person you already are.
-Kurt Cobain

Taushia Hohorst
I never think of myself as an icon. What is in other people’s minds is not in my mind. I just do my own thing.
-Audrey Hepburn

Elisha Howard
It’s sad not to be loved, but it’s much sadder not to be able to love.
-Unknown

Helen Hu
It is better to fail in originality than to succeed in imitation.
-Melville

Min Hu
Great souls have wills, feeble ones have only wishes.
-Chinese Proverb

Peter Jacob
Rock is not dead unless you let it be.
-Me

Nicolette Johnson
Yesterday is history, tomorrow’s a mystery, today is a gift.
-Eleanor Roosevelt

Vanessa Johnson

Joseph Karlson
I turn life into cinnamon life.
-Loren Carson

Molly Keene
Better to be an all open sinner than a false saint.
-Unknown
Kadar Kemp

The inhumanity of the computer is that once it is competently programmed and working smoothly, it is completely honest.
- Isaac Asimov

Aaron Kiffer

I live my life a quarter of a mile at a time, nothing else matters, for those 10 seconds or less I'm free.
-Vin Diesel

Courtney Kiffer

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times... it was the season of light, it was the season of darkness. It was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair... et la vache mange l'herbe.
- Charles Dickens

Liana Hyun-Young Kim

He who does not hope to win has already lost.
-Jose Joaquin Olmedo

Christopher Kinny

I reject your reality and substitute my own.
- Adam Savage

Hannibal Kintana

At exactly which point do you start to realize, that life without knowledge is death in disguise? That's why, knowledge Of Self is like life after death. Apply it to your life, let destiny Manifest.
- Black Star K.O.S.

Danielle Larson

Referring to me as superwoman would be a huge understatement.
- Brianna Krantz

Janiece Lastimosa

I don’t want no drama in my life, even though we have a little bit, but no more letting people control you. That’s drama, because then you become something that you’re not.
- Mary J. Blige

Caitlyn Lewis

Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.
- Gandhi

Brian Lindgren

Experience is something you gain shortly after you really could have used it.
- Unknown

Eric Lord

By perseverance, study, and eternal desire, any man can become great.
- General George S. Patton

Kelsey Lough

You have to be willing to live the unexplainable to obtain the unforgettable.
- Bill Johnson
Kyleen Luhrs
The journey is the reward.
-Chinese Proverb

Cameron Mackey
They carry news that must get through,
to build dreams for me and you. Heroes
choose the path no one goes.
-Led Zeppelin 'No Quarter'

Samantha MacNeith
The most remarkable feature of
human culture is its capacity to
reach beyond the self and
encompass the collective good.
-Barbara Kingsolver

Jonathan Makua
I don't know what to say, so I'll
just say what's in my heart...
Baboom, Baboom, Baboom.
-Mel Brooks

Valisha Malin
instead of excuses, I'll be looking
for reasons, finding passion in my
own, instead of convenience.
-Mike Minnick

Joel Manalo
'Ang napakahalaga mong propyedid ay
magtisayog ng matagal kay sa 'ha.' Your
most valuable asset can be your willingness
to persist longer than anyone else.
-Brian Tracy

Sophia Mann
If I had a world of my own, everything would
be nonsense. Nothing would be what it is,
because everything would be what it isn’t.
And contrary wise, what it is, it wouldn’t be,
as what it wouldn’t be... You see?
Alice in Wonderland

Allan Manuel
I've endured through the years because I've
always been able to take a bad situation and
make something out of it. Maturity promotes
patience, love grooms peace. And most
importantly, an open mind has limitless potential.
Del Tha Funkee Homosapien

Jimmy Martin

Katrina McCollough
I only sound deep, but deep
down I’m really shallow.
-Bonal Logue

Sam McDonald
Whether you're a man of science or
a man of faith one thing for sure if
we don't learn to live together
were going to die alone.
-Lost

Leanna McMinn
Words spoken are light as air.
Words written are always there.
-Unknown
Ashley Meredith
Like the best days under the sun,
ev’ry emotion rolled into one,
little of this, a little of that,
kinda happy, kinda sad.
-Jason Aldean

Emily Meuse!
Good things don’t come to those
who wait. Good things come to
those who want something so bad,
they can’t wait. -Anonymous

Deborah Mohr
Love like you’ve never been hurt,
work like you don’t need the money,
and dance like no one’s watching.
-Grace Nation

Rebekah Miller
Save your fork,
the best is yet to come.
-Carolyn Stallings

Martin Moreno
Edge me by my size, do you?
-Master Yoda

Eli Murph
A wise man once said, ‘There
are no perfect men, only
perfect intentions.’
-Robin Hood Prince of Thieves

Taylor Murph
The main thing is to keep the
main thing, the main thing.
-Anonymous

Chutimon Gam Nimfuk
Each one of us has a fire in our
heart for something. It’s our goal
in life to find it and to keep it lit.
-Mary Lou Retton

Karlee Olsen
The best and most beautiful
things in the world cannot be
touched or seen, they must be
felt with the heart.
-Helen Keller

Kathryn Orr
When one door closes, another
one opens; but often we look so
long at the closed door that we
do not see the one which has
opened for us.
-Helen Keller

Gerald Orton
It doesn’t take a big man
to knock somebody down,
just a little courage to lift
them off the ground.
-Unknown

Nicholas Otines
That’s how babies are made.
-Chazz Michael Michaels
William Pearson
These are the times that try men's souls!
Give me liberty or give me death. Ask not
what your country can do for you, but what
you can do for your country.
-T. Paine, P. Henry, J. F. Kennedy

Chu Peng-Chih

Daniel Peterson
The greatest pleasure in life
is doing what people say
I cannot do.
-Walter Bagehot

John Peterson
I couldn't love a human baby
as much as I love this brush.
-Will Ferrel
Blades of Glory

Joseph Peterson
You can't deny laughter; when it
comes, it plops down in your
favorite chair and stays
as long as it wants.
-Stephen King

Kristen Peterson
Call me, beep me,
if you wanna reach me!
-KP

Mitch Peura
You learn to like someone when
you find out what makes them laugh,
but you can never truly
love someone until you find out
what makes them cry.
-Unknown

Jordan Phillips
Something's going to let us know that these
are the good days to remember, after
children take up our time and take our place.
But pride and happiness are always the
same distance from our hands.
-Jack White

Joshua Phillips
You know you're a redneck if...
-Jeff Foxworthy

Lillian Pringle
The journey of life may be long
or short, but it must start at the
very spot one finds oneself.
-Unknown

Ciara Rado

Sarah Ring
Time you enjoyed wasting
was not wasted.
-Unknown
Kali Robson-Gilbert
You haven't lost your smile at
all, it's right under your nose.
Just forgot it was there.
-Unknown

Jan Rodgers
Laugh and the class laughs
with you, but stay after
school alone.
-Unknown

Jacob Rodgers
Happiness and freedom are in life
for those who wish to seek it, but
only sorrow and imprisonment are
there for those who choose to ignore
life.
-Unknown

Olivia Round
Truth, like art, is in the eye of
the beholder.
-Midnight in the Garden of
Good and Evil

Jared Scarzella
Never tell me the odds.
-Han Solo

Zachary Scovill
A wise man once said patience
is divine, but never pay
full price for a late pizza.
-Michaelangelo, Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles

Dustin Simpson
Personal Philosophy:
Clothing optional.
-Chazz Michael Michaels

Veronica Smith
The past exists only in our
memories; the future only in
our plans. The present is
our only reality.
-Robert Cirisci

April Souza
God has everything
under control.
-Unknown

Seth Spinner
When life is boring,
play a game.
-Unknown

E. Schuyler Stahl
Live today as if it
were your last.
-Unknown

Jessyca Stanley
In the street you can't trust
every smile you meet.
-Lil Wayne
Tawny Stockli
Avoid quicksand and false pleasure.
-Matisyaahu

Justin Stryker
One of the great things about books is sometimes there are some fantastic pictures.
-George W. Bush

Bryce Timm

Forrest Townsend
Words, words: they're all we have to go on.
-Tom Stoppard

Patrick Troll
That's why I take a tear to the music, 'cause when the music's connected everyone's protected.
-Brad Barr

Brian Tucker
Follow the light into a new life, reality is yours, it's what you decide, take a deep breath, relax and open your eyes.

Joel Leune
By endurance, we conquer.
-Sir Ernest Shackleton

NyTauscha Turner
There is a passion in me that doesn't long for anything from another human being.
-Rumi

Amy Van Slyke
Be who you are and say what you feel because those who mind don't matter, and those who matter don't mind.
-Dr. Seuss

Katie Wall
I hear and I forget.
I see and I remember.
I do and I understand.
-Chinese Proverb

Whitney Walters
No one gets an ironclad guarantee of success. Certainly factors like opportunity, luck and timing are important, but the backbone of success is usually found in old-fashioned, basic concepts like hard work, determination, good planning and perseverance.
-Mia Hamm

Thomas West
Learn from the mistakes of others because you can't live long enough to make them all yourself.
-Samuel Levenson
Alissa White

"You are you, that is true. There is no one alive who is youer than you."
-Dr. Seuss

Corey White

Altaira Wilhelm

"I get up every morning determined both to change the world and have a good time. Sometimes this makes planning the day difficult."
-E.B. White

Mira Wilhelm

"Since the house is on fire, let us warm ourselves."
-Italian proverb

Jra Williams

"The 1st period is won by the best technician. The 2nd Period is won by the kid in the best shape. The 3rd period is won by the kid with the biggest heart."
-Dan Gable

Alex Wilson

Jonathon Wilson

"Now when the love is lost and your spirit is gone the world stirs in around you got no place to go, done so that you could to ease and in the other soul and in the air you're in the cold, another sad story told. That's why I make my own decisions on how I live, try to get by with the knowledge that I've gone, won't make me believe cause a tree is a tree, and when my soul bleeds, the color that I'm spread is green."
-RM, best of My Life

Michael Woolsey

"Remember not only to say the right thing in the right place, but far more difficult still, to leave unsaid the wrong thing at the tempting moment."
-Benjamin Franklin

Erika Wright

"Being grown up isn't half as fun as growing up. These are the best days of our lives."
-Ataris

Jessie Zink

"Don't argue with idiots. They bring you down to their level then beat you with experience."
-Unknown
In our hearts forever...

Dancin’ in the Rain
So what if it drizzles
And dribbles and drips?
I’ll spash in the garden,
I’ll dance on the roof.
Let it rain on my skin,
It can’t get in --
I’m waterproof!
-Shel Silverstein, Falling Up

September 12, 1989 - March 14, 2006
I remember sophomore year on a wrestling trip in Sitka. We had just finished showering and went to eat at Lane 7. Once we arrived and got situated we got our food and started eating. About 5 min. later a lady walked in and sat on a stool, and 2 min. later we smelled this awful odor as she gets up and says “Oh my!” “I think she just went to the bathroom” is all Mr. Collins could say as he sprinted to the bathroom with all of us but one. Nick Martin was sitting two stools away still eating! Sitka will never be the same for the wrestling team. - Dustin Simpson.

Everyday on the way to work a big dog would chase after me on my bike, and one day Matthew Perry and I decided to tie a bat to the back of it. Several days later I was riding down the hill while holding the bat and steering with one hand. I was so focused on watching for the dog that I ran into a parked boat. I flew over the trailer doing a ninja roll when I landed and came up unhurt, although my bike was beyond repair. - Forrest Allred

My favorite memory of high school was when I was a junior and Colin Ayres, Gunnar Farstad, Corey White, Anthony Chavarria and I blocked off the senior parking lot with snow one cold night. We started filling trucks after school and decided we didn’t have enough snow. So at 11 p.m. Colin, Anthony and I were back up at Harriet Hunt. It was tough, but the funniest thing we’ve ever done. Even the old man who lives next to senior parking lot was laughing and taking pictures during it all.

- Rebekah Miller (See photo on page 33)

The summer after my 10th grade year, Marissa, Colette, Heather B, Lia and I all got really bored one night, so we decided to saran wrap Colette and I together. We used 4-5 boxes and Colette and I could hardly move Marissa then decided it would be really funny to show a teacher… the perfect candidate was none other than Ms. Roppel! So we went to her house and they yelled “Ms. Roppel!” and ran away, leaving Colette and I standing there. I tried to run after them, but I guess Colette wasn’t ready because we fell over. I wound up breaking my nose and cutting a huge hole in my face. Ms. Roppel had to come out and cut us out.

- Chloe Hall

In my sophomore year Laramie Tyler and Colin Ayers tied a rope to my left ankle and I was roped down and holstered up several times off the balcony down Junior Hall.

- Gerald Orton

I went to Italy and Greece over the summer, and had to wash a shirt and my swimming shorts. I went to the bathroom and I saw something that I thought was a place to wash clothes. So I washed them and later found out it was called a bidet.

- Martin Moreno

In 6th grade, Mari Freitag and I used to go to the New York Cafe before dance class and order soup. One day it was dark outside, and we could clearly see our reflections in the cafe window. We sat there, eating our soup and making funny faces and laughing at them. Then Mari put on my fluffy, white, cheetah-print hat so that when she raised her eyebrows up and down, the hat would bob as well. She was looking into the window, grinning cheesily, eyes wide, and eyebrows bouncing, when a middle-aged man walked past the window and stared at us. We freaked out and quickly turned our attention back to our soup... but then the man came in the cafe, ordered something, then turned and WINKED at Mari. I almost died laughing.

- Olivia Round

So last year at the regional swim/dive meet in Petersburg was interesting. They just built their new pool, and the bathrooms didn’t have any signs on them. So I’m walking to the bathroom after the meet and without noticing took the first left. As I get to the bathroom, I look up to see all the MALE participants. Spencer Round looks straight at me and laughs. The rest of the trip I just got made fun of the whole time, it was pretty intense.

- Kristen Peterson

So Joey Karlson, Loren Carson, Davey B, Eric Cessnun, Zach Scovill, Travis Milligan and I were all chillin’ at Joey’s. We were really bored and started talking about random stuff. Loren brought up this one time he went to the Grand Canyon in Arizona. We all started laughing at him because the Grand Canyon is in Colorado!! We kept making fun of him until after an hour of arguing we decided to get a map and look for it. It turns out Loren was right, but we still made fun of him because of his Willy Wonka thing he did.

- Hannibal Kintana Jr.
I remember during sophomore year Lillian Pringle and I left a dance early to go get ice cream from McDonald’s. It was the middle of winter with snow all over the ground. So we're walking down Jefferson's home and sliding, sharing an iPod and screaming “Blondie" at the top of our lungs. We keep falling over and ripping the hair out of each other's ears—which hurts when it's really cold! I'll remember that slippery, icy, walk to get ice cream of all things, forever. -Leanna McMinn

One sunny day in Drama, our class decided to take an inspirational nature walk. Joel and I, being the photo crazed models we are, decided to take advantage of the sunny, autumn scenery. As the camera was shuttering, our class was slowly drifting out of sight. Twenty pictures later, Joel and I frantically chased our class, but when we rounded the corner, they were nowhere to be found. We were panic stricken, and at a loss of what to do. Mrs. Carpenter appeared out of nowhere and let us in the auto shop. We eventually reunited with our class free of disaster. -Vanessa Johnson

One time in sophomore hallway after school, I was standing on Tyler’s coat and he yanked it out from underneath me and I went flying backwards flat on my back. A teacher came and started yelling her head off at him saying how badly I could've been hurt. We were both laughing our heads off. -Nicci Johnson

I remember some friends and I were canoeing out at Ward Lake when there was still ice on half the lake. We flipped the canoe and had to swim to the other canoe. It was flippen cold! -Eli Murph

Erika Wright and I were setting up the children's fish pond for Senior Carnival and decided that we would do everything since our partner, Mitch, was out of it. Erika was standing on a chair on a table when the chair started to wobble. Suddenly I heard a crash, boom and scream from behind the fishpond wall and no longer saw her hanging stuff up. I quickly hurried to make sure she was ok, trying not to laugh. She stood there examining her aches and pains when we realized that she had ripped the crotch of her pants completely from front to back. Laughing, we rushed out of Kayhi so that Erika could change her very ripped jeans and returned to the pond, thankfully receiving Mitch's much needed help. -Molly Keene

This summer out at Whitney's cabin we had a little get-together. That night while lighting off fireworks, everyone began to go outside. Since Anica was the last one out we had assumed she left the door open. After the amazing fireworks show we headed inside, only to find that the door had never been UNLOCKED! While everyone was freaking outstay two nights. Just move the furniture and you can pull out the sofa bed was all the parents told us. Only problem was the floor was covered in dirt, mud, dog poop and rat traps. Then we tried the sofa bed, only to find an enormous amount of sand, dirt, dead leaves and dirty underwear inside. At this point I was in tears, so we called a cab and went to the hotel Kyleen’s mom was at. The next day we told them we got sick and wanted our mommies...and maybe they should clean their house. -Brittany Auger & Kyleen Luhrs

Last summer I was at Raychaell’s house hanging out with Daniel and we decided we were bored so we drove up to see Jacob. It was bad enough that Daniel backed up Jacob's driveway goin’ 40, but when we knocked on Jacob’s door he was in pajama’s and barefoot. His brother walked up behind him and pushed him out, then he was locked out. So we watched Jacob run around lookin’ ridiculous trying to get back in his house. It was great! -Taushia Hohorst
Michael Febrero
Eunice Felarca
Emily Fitzgerald
Patricia Flores
Tawney Flores
Maranda Foley

Dylan Franks
Ashley Fuelling-Lloyd
Sean Fultz
Regene Gabor
Shelby Garton
Jessica Greene

Lucas Guenther
Daniel Guthrie
Zach Hamilton
Cody Hanas
Katherine Hargett
Darren Harris

Dalton Haxton
W-Trent Headley
Chase Heath
Rachel Heitsman
Kristi Hendrickson
Josh Holstrom

Desirae Inkster
Scott Izatt
Elliott Jacksch
Serena Jackson
James Jacobson
Gregory Johnson

Jasmyne Johnson
Whitney Johnson
Ian Johnson-Beltsman
Emily Kelly
Mary Kay
Kate Klein

Kalli Kline
Taylor Knight
Vincent Kocinski
Jonathan Kostanian
Cameron Lacey
Renehull Malabanan

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
Allie Stickel
Kimberly Stone
Axel Svenson
Alexander Sweat
Katherine Sweetman
Chairel Thomas

Kristina Truitt
Gary Turner
Ty Tyler
Bethany Updike
Kendra Vonda
Grant Wadley

Maya Weinstein
Rebecca Weiss-Stulken
Ethan Wharton
Tonisha White
Christine Williams
Kayla Williams

Jeremy Zamora
Estella Zellmer
Kaseandra Zwick
Sophomores

Class Of 2010
Jaren Escueta
Cheyenne Espinoza
Thomas Flora
Samantha Foland
Frannie Gierard
Jevonte Gunn

Gordon Guthrie
Rex Hallmann
Rob Hannah
Kegan Hastings
Tyler Headley
Caleb Hedin

Michael Hemminger
Taylor Hicks
Shawna Hofmann
Kylan Huff
Danielle Hyke
James Ice

Haley Johanson
Emilee Johnson
Toni Johnson
Kelli-anne Johnston
Alexander Jones
Xavier Jones

Austin Kalkins
Alexander Karlson
Gunnar Keizer
Maxx Keizer
Caeidy Kline
Stasha Lee

Keagan Lervick
Jesse Lindgren
Anthony Love
Mekenna Love
David Luther
Taylor Mackie

Karen Manabat
Donovan McAlpin
Colin McCormick
Alana McGinnis-Tavares
Scott McKay
Susan McKee
Marl April Visenio
Michele Vitsoевич
Jordan Vonda
Samantha Walters
Geraldine Watson
Chelsie Weihing
Amber Whisman
Joron Whitson
Haley Widness
Cristina Willard
Alexander Williams
Daniel Williams
Stacey Williams
Dorsey Winter
Dennis Wright

CLASS OF 2011
Teacher Superlatives

Next American Idols: Mr. Moss and Ms. Elliott
Former Bouncers: Mrs. Bowlen and Mr. McLaren

Most Likely to Join a Circus: Mr. Scanzella and Mrs. Zanelli

Most Likely to Cause an Explosion: Mr. Dwyer and Mrs. Carpenter

America's Most Wanted: Mr. Fama and Mrs. Machado

Former Gang Member: Mr. Tho Rath and Mrs. Hildegard Kiffer

America's Next Top Model: Mr. Bolling and Mrs. Burns

Least Changed: Mr. Maynard and Mrs. Karlik

Life Long Gamers: Ms. Walker and Mr. Powell

Biggest Hippies: Mrs. Kern and Mr. Middag

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
Coolest Nerds: Jurgen Johansen, Tharyn Peterson, Lonnie Dunkin, and Gerald Weston

Biggest Gossips: Mrs. Campbell and Mr. Boatwright

Best Shoes: Mr. Johnson and Ms. Roppel

Staff

2008 Retirees: Mrs. Kiffer, Mr. Maynard, Mr. Curtis, and Mr. Moss

Reginald Kaigler, VISTA Volunteer, aides counselors Mr. McClory and Mr. Roberts

Mrs. Luhrs caught playing a Pre-School Game!
THE KINGS ARE OFF THE HOOK
The Math Gang:
Mr. Boatwright, Ms. Walker, Mrs. Karlik,
Mr. Scarzella, Mr. Fama

Rockstar Katrina Monta and Hippy Courtney Enright

YO HO HO
Javani Steward
and Sarah Eichner

People Of Science:
Mr. Hippie O'Brien, Ms. Corn Landwehr, Mr. Scream Dwyer,
Mr. Death Powell

Hawaiian Bride Caitlyn Johnston,
Clown Tyler Duckett,
and
Bad Fairy Cheri Chase

Dark Angel
Bri Hendren

Cleopatra Molly Mickel and Gypsy Destiny Fisk

Jedi Masters:
Maxx Kieser, Xavier Jones,
Gunnar Keizer, Alex Karlson,
Alex Jones

HAPPY
Heather Malin,
Valisha Malin, Alissa
White, Allan Manuel,
and Sam McDonald

Mario Abby
Ahyong
and Luigi Katie
Michalsen

Teletubbies: Mandy
Newell, Taylor Hicks
and Shawna Hofmann.

Return of the Jedi
Crystal Alba
Dustin Simpson
Jared Scarzella

Giddy-Up
Cowboy
Chase Thomas

The Office Girls:
Veronica Smith,
Addie Schulz,
Chloe Hall

Terry Anthony
"Clown"ing Around

Cameron Mackey, Courtney
Enright, Morrisa Clark, Ria
Bautista, Jordan Philips,

Wood Fairy
Lisa Shull
Senior

Jeremy and Tyler Barrett
Brittani and Vanessa Budge

Janiece and Gigi Lastimosa
Shemer and Chanah Dulin

Coleman and Jordan Alguire

Courtney and Aaron Kiffer

Joseph and Daniel Peterson
Kelsey, Dennis, and Erika Wright

Shawna and Tara Hofmann

Joey and Alexander Karleon
Pat and Erin Doherty

Taira and Mira Wilhelm

Heather and Valisha Malin

Kelsey and Kyle Foote

Ashley and Austin Meredith

Katrina and Michelle McCollough

Joseph, David and Rebecca Miller

Andrew and Amber Bolton

Whitney and Samantha Walters

Bradley and Sara Ring

Martin and Jacquelin Moreno
Kayhi Clubs

IMPACT
Damon Anderson, Austin Kalkins, Vanessa Johnson, Estella Zellmer, Niles Corporon, Shane Mitchell, Kadar Kemp, Sarah Gilmon, Trapper Bishop, Kristina Truitt, Kelsey Lough

FIP HOP
Top row: Jolynda Hill, Jessica Hines, Jessie Zink, Jessyca Stanley, Carlo Credito
Middle: Laura Kelly, Gam Nimfuk, Kelsey Wright, Alex Sweat, Regene Gabor
Bottom: Abby Ahyong, Janiece Lastimosa and Gigi Lastimosa

Xbox Live
Bill Pearson, Andrew Brooks, Patrick Troll, Scott McKay, Cody Hanas, Kevin Manabat, Alex Sweat, Patrick Anniskette, Joe Pearson, Michael Hosley, Ryan Varela, John Sullivan, Collin McCormick.
Above: Mentors, Freshmen, and teachers play a competitive game of tug-o-war.

Right: Kristina Fabry, John Meenan, and Kat Sweetman's mentor group have a meeting.

Below Left: Joe Truitt listens intently to instructions from Mr. Roberts.

Below Right: Class Act Mentors.

Below: Kevin Brown, Kristi Hendrickson, and their Freshmen show some love in The Commons.

Below: Stasha Lee and Alexandra Chapman participate in their group activity.
Welcome

Jared Scarzella showing the camera how a real man stocke the juice at Safeway.

Jessica Bernard and Bryce Timm throw it up for Ketchikan Youth Court.

Far Left: Kelsey Lough
Left: Joel Manalo
Below: Jessie Zink, Vanessa Johnson, Jake Rodgers
Bottom, Left to Right: Doug Frederickson, Cody Allphin, Taushia Hohorst
Above: Eli Murph  Grant Wadley  Alex Sweat
Andrea Chaudhary  Taylor Murph.
Left: William Van Sise
Right: Tyler Varner
Below Left: Dustin Simpson
Right: Jonathan Makua
Bottom Left: Jared Cohen
Bottom: Albert Pahang
Bottom Right: Krisy Williams
I'm Chu from Taiwan. I think the most interesting part of my life is being in Ketchikan! When I knew exchange country was America, I was so excited. When I knew I would go to Alaska, I was nervous. However, now, Ketchikan is just like my hometown! Although the temperature is so cold, I still feel people's warmth. Although the weather is always rainy, when I see everybody smile, I feel sunshine. Everyone is very nice and friendly. Every tree in Ketchikan is calling my name: the ocean, the mountains, and the fish, too, want to be my friends. It's very hard to explain how awesome it is! Although I have seen snow before, it is very beautiful in Ketchikan, and I'm still so happy! I can see that much snow here. I'm so glad that I can be an exchange student. I'm also glad that I came to Ketchikan. My English is much better than before. Because everybody is my teacher, I can learn more and practice more. I just want to say, "I love Ketchikan! Thanks everybody!"

-Chu Peng-Chih

I'm Tamas Denke, and I'm from Hungary. I want to be a mechanical engineer and maybe do some computer programming in the future. I'm glad I could choose classes to get closer to my aims, and so far, I'm enjoying the exchange. However, I am in a small town--compared to my hometown, Budapest--I don't have any problems, except I dearly miss public transportation. However, now I can relax a bit after 16 years in Budapest, the capital of Hungary. And I love to live here...however the rain also exists. I've found friends quickly, or maybe they've found me, but never mind, I have good friends here. And I'm so amazed that I'm busier than at home! I have something to do, so I won't be bored during this year, hopefully. Finally, a thousand thanks to my friends and to my teachers for their help and kindness, and much more to the Rotary for bringing me here for a year.

-Tamas Denke

Hi! I'm Liana. I'm from Bucheon, South Korea. Honestly, when I knew I'd come to Alaska, I was surprised, and my family and friends imagined igloos, icebergs, polar bears, and many other things like these! - And even I didn't know Ketchikan is on an island before I came here! Anyway, so these things were such a surprise for me. However, my exchange year in Ketchikan has been so good that I love to adapt myself to new circumstances. I'm really thankful for this opportunity. When I was in Korea, I just studied every day so I can go to a good university. So, playing volleyball was really a new experience for my life. And that was so fun, too! I love volleyball! My departure date is June 18th. In some ways I don't want to go back to Korea, because I'll miss you guys!

The 07-08 school year has been the best in my life! Lianat.p@hotmail.com

-Hyun-Young Kim [Liana]

To be an exchange student is not easy and not always happy. There are a lot of feelings that I have never experienced before. To speak in a different language and live among people who are always speaking it has been really hard, especially since our cultures are so different.

However, it's really fun to be here in Ketchikan with all of you. The best thing is absolutely volleyball! Awesome players on the team became my first friends in Ketchikan. They are the best. Thank you for your patience (trying to help me understand). And also thanks to my good Asian friends that I always hang out with, many seniors, friends from T.A.G., teachers, and everyone that helps me, thank you so much!!! This year will be in my memory forever.

And if I have time, I'll have to come back again!!

-Chutimon Nimluk [Gam]
I had an awesome year in Thailand. I lived right in the middle of Bangkok and grew to love the life of a big city. My host family there was awesome and let me explore the country and surrounding areas. I worked in orphanages in the north, studied Buddhism, became a masseuse, learned to firedance, worked with injured elephants, and met people from all over the world. Being an exchange student taught me so much and opened my eyes to the world. Thailand was, hands down, the best adventure I have yet to take.

-Molly Keene

Being an exchange student was an experience of a lifetime. Being gone for ten months in a completely different culture away from all my friends and family was very eye opening. Being in France gave me opportunities that can't be found in Ketchikan; for example, I joined the local rugby club and took golf lessons. I got to go skiing in the French Alps, and I was also able to visit many other countries throughout Europe. The question I get asked most often about my exchange is what I miss most about France and my answer is by far the French cuisine. Going to France for a year was a life changing experience and I wouldn't trade that year for anything.

-Sam McDonald

Chandler Porter & Rachel Koons

Good Luck!

NHS members are known for their character. Eli Mueph shows his aptitude for character by taking the blame for the broken shelf. NHS Induction Ceremony After Party has known to get a little out of control...

2007-2008's returning NHS members ran the induction ceremony this year with relative ease.

Samantha MacNeill, Kyleen Luhrs, Alissa White, Whitney Walters, Caitlyn Lewis, and Chanah Dulin, get their own picture since they were not informed of the picture day last year!

These new inductees enjoy posing for parents after the ceremony.

Monique Atkinson and Pat Doherty participate in sharing the light.

These 2007-2008 inductees go through the candle-litening service.
Oh Captain, My Captain! Coleman Alguire and Samantha MacNeith

Zach Lontz, Michelle McCollough, Katrina McCollough, Jared Cohen, Elliott Jacksch, Morrisa Clark, Tomaë Denke, Austin Kalkins, Jordan Phillips, Kris Blasingame, Courtney Enright, Peter Stanton, Samantha MacNeith, Rachel Funk, Coleman Alguire.

Forrest Townsend and Elliott Jacksch

Rachel Funk

Zach Lontz

Kris Blasingame

Courtney Enright & Jordan Phillips

Mr. Powell
Debate Team Members: Kyleen Luhrs, Brittany Auger, Daniel Castle, Evan Bolling, Stasha Lee, Rob Hannah, Tim Berry, Jonathan Melton, Nick Shatsev, Cameron Mackey, Forrest Towensend, Chrissy Williams, Colette Peters, Rachel Koons, and Ryan Varella
Drama Team Members: Crystal Alba, Samantha Barnes, Ria Bautista, Evan Bolling, Andrew Brooks, Brittani Budge, Perla Busch, Brian Calhoun, Victoria Clary, Jennifer Danner, Patrick Gillian, Elizabeth Graham, Vanessa Johnson, Joel Manalo, Danika May, Leanna McMinn, Gam Nimfuk, Gerald Orton, Jasper Rodgers, Kyle Seibel, Javani Steward, Kat Sweetman, Forrest Townsend, Michele Vitcovich, Samantha Walters, and Taira Wilhelm

AASG meets twice each school year (winter and spring), and the winter meet was held at East Anchorage High. While there, the delegates wrote resolutions to change rules with the intent to help make school, or even our nation a better place.

AASG strengthens school governments by training student leaders. The students attend many presentations and participate in workshops. This year was a huge success and resulted in Ms. Roppel being elected as President of Advisors and Junior Kalli Kline was elected as the Secretary of the State Student Government.
School Clubs

German Club
Members:
Left to right: Bekah Bowers, Briana Gunther, Andrea Chaudhary, Kristina Fabry, Mrs. Landwehr.
Not Pictured: Ms. Kummant, Taylor Murph.

Asian Club
Members:
Left: Chu Peng-Chi, Glen Lui, Min Hu, Clara Rado, Tina Kim, Gami Nimfuk.

Student Body Association
SBA Officers

President Pat Doherty
Vice-President Patrick Troll
Parliamentarian Cameron Mackey
Secretary Alissa White

"It's a great place for kids to make a difference in our school."
Abby Ahyong
Junior President: Kirsta Bezenek
Vice President: Andrea Chaudhary
Secretary: Kat Sweetman
Representatives: Cody Hanas, Kalli Kline, Kevin Manabat, Paul Manabat, Annette Dyakanoff, Berto Pahang, Rose Rodriguez, Jase Scudero, Kim Stone, Maya Weinstein; Alternates: Jared Cohen, Kyle Seibel

Freshman President: Karen Manabat
Vice President: Ryan Varela
Secretary: Vickie Crabtree
Representatives: Garret Blasingame, Kelanne Johnston, Xavier Jones, Max Kelzer, Christine Willard, Stacey Williams
Alternates: Talia Rose, Dustin Pomeroy, Kaitlyn Skinner, Kenny Swaim and Gabby Diggs

Senior President: Kyleen Luhrs
Vice President: Chanah Dulin
Secretary: Caitlyn Lewis
Representatives: Kevin Drown, Jacob Creasy, Kevin Crump, Mari Freitag, Marta Geldaker, Liana Kim, Molly Keene, Courtney Kiffer, Samantha MacNelth, Jon Makua, Joel Manalo, Allan Manuel, Sam McDonald, Dustin Simpson, Bryce Timm, Jon Wilson
Alternates: Whitney Walters, Lillian Fringle, Chu Peng-Chin, Joey Karlson, Peter Jacob, Doug Frederickson

Sophomore President: Alli Montecillo
Vice President: Rachel Wall
Secretary: Rachel Koons
Representatives: Laura Brandt-Erichsen, Alexis Edwardson, Jessica Hines, Hans Hubbard, Tess Jagusch, Connor Jepson, Laura Kelly, Lailanie Manabat, Thomas Marvelle, Bianca Nacionales
Alternates: Danika May, Austin Meredith, Rebecca Wall

Who's Running The School
Hey —

Pep Club

How do you feel?

1. We are from Kayhi
2. A little bit louder
3. We still can't hear you

More, More. More!

Pep Club Officers

President: Abigail Ahy
Vice President: Bethany Up
Secretary: Brittany Au
Thank you Ray Troll for our awesome Pep Band shirt design!!!
Swimming & P.E.
Weight Training
Woodworking

WE'VE GOT SWEET SKILLS...

Business

Drafting

Photography

Vocational Medicine
2007-2008 KAYHI ELECTIVES

Automotive

Culinary Arts

Welding

Languages

Protech

Drama & Debate

Child Careers
Above: ¿Dónde está Timoteo? Le gusta comida mucho.

Above: La clase de español tres y cuatro.

"Xavier" giving French the Thumbs Up

Reviewing the First Year French Class

French Makes "Xavier" Smile

Advanced French Showin' Their Love

Adam Z with French 1

French 1 Jazzing Up Class

French and Computers Collide

French Research
Auto Classes

Seniors: Colin Ayers, Tomas Denke, Aaron Kiffer, Travis Milligan, David Peterson, Michael Woolsey, Joel Teune, Jared Scarzella, and of course, teacher Mr. Sweetman

Above: Jesse Lindgren, Conor Baeham, Michael Hulse, Ian Fultz, Alex Karlson, Josh Meenan, Blake Bousley, Kylan Huff, Zack Reinhardt

Above: Kegan Hastings, Maxx Kelzer, Carter Murph, Gabe Potts, Seth Spinner, Steven Perro, Mike Hemminger, Matt Nardella, Sophia Mann, Ty Dickey

Jonika Bernier
Miles Munhoven
and
Dillon Kulkies
Brian Lindgren
and
Mr. Collins
Mr. Collins
and
Bryan Moody
Tyler Wharton
William Williams,
Michael Herrick
and
Dylon Daniels
William Williams,
Michael Herrick
and
Dylon Daniels
Maritime 2
Mr. Collins
and
Bryan Moody
Tyler Wharton
Tyler Bell
and
Nick Martin
practicing
survival
techniques
Hayley
Morin
Tanner Thomas
trying to escape
the knot
Gerald Orton and
Brian Lindgren
docking the boat
Jonika Benlter
Tyler Bray
Jonika Benlter
Tyler Bray
Photography

Stephanie Brown, Deandra Bainie and Dawn Smith

Emily Meusel and Lillian Pringle

Jessica Bernard

Jordan Phillips
Ashley Lloyd
Taylor Hicks and Victoria Crabtree

Jessie Zink and Kelsey Lough
Joseph Truitt

Digital Photography

Rachel Reeves and Lexi O’Larick; Mr. Scarzella, Alex Jones and Ryan Borup; Devin Boyce and Susie McKee
Laura Brandt-Erichsen attacks piece of art-go girl! Olivia Round is amazed at the determination Samantha Barnes has for her painting.

Andrea Chaudhary practices to become the next Picasso! Mekkena Love tenaciously works out the bugs. Noaya Yoshida discovers another use of an old shoe.

Sculpture and Pottery

Kristen Peterson intricately shapes her piece of clay skillfully into a beautiful flounder.

Mrs. Kern fires fabulous pieces of art to preserve them forever. Above Right: Tina Wooley shows her enthusiasm for glazing. Tyler Crayne and Kirsta Bezenek carefully add finishing touches.

Coleman Alguire takes a break from the spinning wheel to look over his shoulder for inspiration.
Vocational Medicine

Voc Med Class 2007-2008

Above: Grant Boles studying hard for his next test.

Far Left: Albert Pahang waiting to see the answers.

Left: Kristen Peterson deep in concentration.

Below: Chanah Dulin

Bottom: Jared Cohen
Now Let's Get Down To BUSINESS
Cameron Lacey... Puttin' on the rough

Clifford Durgen... Precision is everything

Josh Phillips... Finishing touches

Jonathan Williams... Showing off masterpiece

Tamas Denke... Drafting fine points

Cameron, Joe, and Josh... Time Out

Steve Perro... Adjusting again

Joe Miller... Satisfaction guaranteed!

Jessica Thompson... Drafting practice

Tre' Bupre... Measuring it out

Justin Brown... Sanding his project

Keevin Craig... Laying out task
Allan Manuel and Zach Scovill paying close attention to direction.

James Jacobson and Andrew Brooks ready for action.

Annette Dyankonoff and Alex Sweat

Mr. Powell and Logan Roweder filming.

Zack Stewart adjusting the camera.

Bill Pearson, Rowan Henderson and Alex Sweat gaming it up during class.

Zach Scovill just laying around.
Sophomores Isaac Updike and Erik Ruaro stretch thoroughly before playing.

Left: Sophomore Dawnielle Seierup gets ready to shoot. Below: Sophomore James Inouye shows off his follow through.

Senior Anthony Chavarria shoots some hoops during class.

Senior Tawny Stockli teaches Freshman Shawna Hofmann how to stretch properly.

Sophomores Glen Clay and Jon Sullivan with Junior Jordan Alguire take a break from working out for a photo opp.
Swimming & Weight Training

Senior Anthony Navarria spots senior Jacob Creasy.

Junior Gary Turner working on his biceps.

Senior Jimmy Martin pumps some mad iron with ease.

Senior Jon Williams wrestles with Mr. Collins during water basketball.

Amy Van Slyke, Barb Pelham, Ian Boyd rest between swimming laps.

A group of swimming kids enjoy a game of water basketball.
Child Psychology

Above: K.C. Bautista and Haelee Ridinger
Above Right: Mary Key, Bryce Timm, and Addie Schulz
Left: Veronica Smith
Below: Jessica Bernard

Below: Kaitlyn Skinner and Ryan Varela
Below Right: Elliott Jacksch and Jyrie Spencer

Above: Katie Michalsen and Jessica Greene
Below: Olivia Round and Nicolette Johnson
Executive Head of the Kitchen...MR. EDWARDS

David Klein does his share to prepare a scrumptious meal.

Felarca & Axel Pearson found the beef!

Sarah Ring shows off some cookies ready for baking.

T-Rapper tries hard to hold back his "o" tears.

Alex Karlson can't wait to serve some Kayhi lunch.

Bryce Timm, looking good and working hard in the kitchen

John Boyd helps keep the kitchen spick 'n' span.

Culinary Arts
Guitar Class

Patrick Brown fingerin' it out.

Kole Purdy rockin' out on his guitar.

Annette Dyakanoff feeling very accomplished.

Kyleen Luhrs reading her sheet music.

That's right! Dustin Pomeroy, show that sheet music who's boss.

Practice makes perfect! Christian Jorgensen.

From left to right: Samantha Foland, Cheyenne Espinoza, James Ice, Andrew Negley.
Louise Bryant
Mari Freitag
Gunnar Keizer
Katrina McCollough

Concert Band

Sullivan Barry, Kris Blasingame, Matt Cushing, Taylor Mackie, Lucy Ortiz, Andrew Sullivan, Joseph Truitt, Amber Whisman

Jazz Band

Abigail Ahyong, Louise Bryant, Dwayne Clary, Niles Corporon, Patrick Doherty, Andrew Goodwin, Connor Jepson, Courtney Kiffer, Katrina McCollough, Jolene Pflaum, Anne Schuerger, Kimberly Stone, Patrick Troll

Southeast

Coleman Alguire, Amber Bolton, Jared Cohen, Stella Cooper-Davis, Elliott Jacksch, Austin Kalkins, Courtney Kiffer, Renshie Malabanan, Hersian Seludo

Jasmyn Johnson, Vanessa Johnson, Austin Kalkins, Courtney Kiffer, Samantha MacNeith, Renshie Malabanan, Heather Malin, Joel Manalo, Danika May, Mel Mickel, Rebekah Miller, Karlee Olsen, Dawnelle Selerup, Hersian Seludo, Lisa Shull, April Souza, Javani Steward, Kimberly Stone, Kristina Truitt, Kendra Vonda, Jenny Youngberg, Estella Zelina

All-State

Coleman Alguire, "Forrest Allred, Victoria Clary, "Elliott Jacksch, "Samantha MacNeith, April Souza

*All Northern
Elizabeth Bacot, Garrett Blasingame, Brittani Budge, Cecelia Burton, Jami Dewitt, Haley Johanson, Jordan McLean, Marina Snover, Geraldine Watson


Jazz Choir Louis Armstrong  Jazz Choir Frank Sinatra  Jazz Choir Bing Crosby  Jazz Choir
Williwaw
Staff of '08

Courtney Kiffer
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Amy Van Slyke

Whitney Johnson
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Mrs. Kiffer
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KAYHI KINGS FALL

- Football - Cross Country - Swim & Dive - Volleyball - Wrestling
& WINTER SPORTS

Kings & Lady Kings Basketball - K-Highlites - Cheerleading -
## Kayhi Football

### Number  Name  Grade
88  Kyle Brown   9
47  Gordon Guthrie  9
13  Zack Tarpey  9
56  Ryan Varela  9
90  Denny Blair  10
45  Shane Carney  10
22  Cody DeSpain  10
5  Phillip Johnston  10
64  Austin Meredith  10
28  Tim Moala  10
68  Axel Pearson  10
18  Seth Schum  10
61  Chase Thomas  10
11  Denise Weston  10
57  William Williams  10
67  Patrick Anniskette  11
82  Karl Benson  11
77  Brandon Copeman  11
43  Clifford Durgan  11
25  Ryan John  11
21  Alex Sweat  11
12  Ryan Borup  12
62  Ty Gass  12
32  Hannibal Kintana, Jr.  12
53  Sam McDonald  12
72  Zach Scovill  12
50  Bryce Timm  12
14  Ira Williams  12
80  Michael Woolsey  12

Coach: Blaine Ashcraft
Coach: Brandon Shortencarrier
Aast. Coach: Sam Nelson

Seth Schum starts Kayhi off as the team follows behind for the kickoff.

Lining up to run a play against Skyview.

Left: Bryce Timm sacks the quarterback for a loss.

Right: Tim Moala receives a handoff up the middle.

Left: Sam McDonald and Brandon Copeman listen to Coach Shortencarrier before the game.

Right: The defense clog up the middle.
The Kayhi defense lines up against Valdez's offense.

Seniors suit up against Sitka for the final home game of their high school careers.

Left: Kayhi defense reacts to a Skyview play.

Right: The team prepares themselves by giving each other a pep talk.

Running an offensive play.

Above: The Kayhi offense runs a play.

Right: The defense ready to react to their opponents.

Right: Karl Benson recovers a fumble and fights for extra yards.

Bottom: The Kayhi offense runs a play up the middle as Ryan Borup distracts one of Sitka's players.
2007
Team Roster

Coleman Aiguire
Selena Barajas
Sullivan Barry
Crystal Blair
Grant Boles
Kaylee Copeman
Erin Doherty
Alexis Edwardson
Jordan Foy
Shelayne Greaves
Briana Guenther
Eric Lord
Shane Mitchell
Mathew Nardella
Molly Ortiz
Nicholas Paul
Erik Pihl
Gabriel Potts
Joel Teune
Isaac Updike
Lucas Updike
Tiara Wilhelm
State Qualifiers:
Coleman Alguire
Lucas Updike
Isaac Updike
Molly Ortiz
Tiara Wilhelm
Shelayne Greaves

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
SENIORS

Abigail Ahyong, Captain

Ryan Borup, Captain

Anthony Chavarria

Patrick Doherty, Captain

Back Row: K'Hala Carpenter, Shemer Dulin, Joey Karlson, Ian Sanchez, TJ HammerslaTorres, Joe Truitt, Jennifer Chaudhary, Grant Wadley
Middle Row: Erin Doherty, Andrea Chaudhary, Laura Kelly, Tess Jagusch, Ryan Borup, Anthony Chavarria
Front Row: Bekah Bowers, Kristen Peterson, Abigail Ahyong, Kirsta Bezenek, Emilee Johnson, Addie Schulz, Chanah Dulin

**Not Pictured: Patrick Doherty, Dustin Simpson**
Above: Abigail Ahyon and Kirsta Bezenek smile for the camera after a long day at practice. Below: Erin Doherty swims the 200 yard freestyle.

Below: Rebekah Bowers performs her back dive. Right: Ian Sanchez swims the 100 yard breaststroke.


Left: The Swim & Dive team show off their goofy side. Below: Erin Doherty, Emilie Johnson, Addie Schultz, and Jennifer Chaudhary show off their Kayhi Pride at the Region V Meet Swim & Dive Meet held in Ketchikan.

Chanah Dulin, Captain

Joey Karlson

Kristen Peterson

Dustin Simpson

Above: This year's seniors pose for a photo opportunity at the pool. Left: Swimmers grab onto the wall as they practice kicking hard. Just keep kicking! Middle: Swimmers K'Hala Carpenter, Ian Sanchez, TJ Hammersland-Torres, Kirsta Bezenek, Tess Jagusch, Grant Wadley, Addie Schultz, Bekah Bowers, and Andrea Chaudhary smiling during Region V Swim warm ups. Below: Swimmer and Diver Tess Jagusch and Anthony Chavarria take a minute out of the Sitka duel meet to smile for the camera.
LADY KINGS VOLLEYBALL

Back - Alissa White, Bethany Updike, Whitney Walters, Danielle Larson, Sarah Clark, Tara Hofmann; Middle - hutimon Nimfuk, Sawny Stockli, Janiece Lastimosa, Marta Geldaker, Front - Emily Kelly, Kathleen Reno, J.C. Beludo
LADY KINGS JV/C

Back to Front - Coach Moss, Danika May, Karla Manabat, K.C. Bautista, Sarah Clark, Chelsea Paulsen, Tasha Williamson, Elizabeth Graham, Shelby Langstaff, Crystal Covault, Ria Bautista, Aimee Milendez, Javani Steward

Back - Dawn Smith, Cassidy Kline, Lucy Ortiz, Desiray Smith.
Middle - Amanda Newell, Cheyenne Espinoza.
Front - Hyn-Young Kim (Liana), Gabby Diggs
The Wrestlers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Foote</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Goodwin</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce Timm</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dustin Simpson</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick Martin</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan John</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Alguire</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Smith</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Franke</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danny Lord</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Hahn</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Fultz</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Kleinschmidt</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip Johnston</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Perry</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Sanford</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collin McCormick</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Varela</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rex Hallman</td>
<td>HWT</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clockwise starting from the top:

- Adrew Goodwin
- Jordan Alguire and Andrew Goodwin
- Ian Fultz
- Dustin Simpson
- Nick Martin
- Kyle Foote
Counter clockwise starting at the top left:

Jordan Alguire and Phillip Johnston
Andrew Goodwin
Chris Perry
Devin Kleinschmidt
Ross Stanford
Kyle Foote
Chris Perry

Phillip Johnston
Ross Stanford

Bryce Timm
Kyle Foote
Andrew Goodwin
Nick Martin
Above: Kathleen Reno shoots for two while Laci Marsdenatches (photo by Hall Anderson); Laci Marsden and Danielle Watson give big smiles as they take a bus ride; Sophomore Alexis Edwardson takes possession of the ball as they play against the Lady Wasilla Warriors (photo by Hall Anderson);
Right: The Varsity Lady Kings pose for a photo opportunity in Anchorage; Senior Kristen Peterson blocks a pass by West during the CCCC Tournament (photo taken by Hall Anderson)
Below: Sophomores Crystal Blair, Laci Marsden, and Ciara Patton cheer while on their break during Clark Schrane; Sophomores Shelayne Greaves, Laci Marsden, and Kathleen Reno help celebrate Karla Manabat's birthday while on a trip to Juneau

Name  Varsity  Grade
*Alexis Edwardson  10
*Laci Marsden  10
*Molly Ortiz  11
*Kalli Kline  11
*Kristen Peterson  12
*Kathleen Reno  10
*Danielle Watson  10
*Shelayne Greaves  10
*Crystal Covault  9
*Danika May  10
*Crystal Blair  10
*Ciara Patton  10

Front Row: Kalli Kline, Laci Marsden, Alexis Edwardson
Middle Row: Danika May, Shelayne Greaves, Kristen Peterson, Danielle Watson
Back Row: Kathleen Reno, Crystal Blair, Ciara Patton, Molly Ortiz
The Kings Rock the HOUSE!

Left: Part of the JV Lady Kings intensely watch the game from the sidelines as their head coach discusses defensive tactics. Above: Lucy Ortiz hurries back on defense; four JV Lady Kings attempt to catch the rebound; Sophomore Karla Manabat hustles back down the court as the JV Lady Kings take possession of the ball and move back to offense.

Back Row: Talia Rose, Karla Manabat, Lucy Ortiz, Sandy Gunderson, Crystal Covault, Chelsie Weihing
Front Row: Sadie Stroch, Shelayne Greaves, Erin Doherty, Janessa Porter, Selena Barajas

Below: The Lady Kings line up for a free throw opportunity and Chelsie Weihing keeps tight defense on Juneau during a home game.
Varsity Boys Basketball

12 Brian Lindgren #44
12 Corey White #22
12 Gunnar Faetad #3
12 Damen Bell-Holter #32
11 Kevin Manabat #5
11 Paul Manabat #12
11 Keevin Craig #31
11 Trent Headley #45
11 Jase Scudaro #15
11 Erik Pihl #10
10 Tyler Bell #23
10 David Klein #33

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
Jv/ C Boys Basketball

11 Blake Bousley #44
10 Chris Davison
10 Rodney Manabat #21
10 Tore' Singstad #35
9 Steve Perro #23
9 Alex Williams #34
9 Chas Allen #10
9 Alex Karlson #53
9 Jesse Lindgren #25
9 Keegan Lervik #30
9 Xavier Jones #13
CHEERLEADERS & STUNTMEN

Seniors
Jessica, Ashley, & Brittany

Juniors
JC, Emily, Ria, Rose, & Mary

Sophomores
Jayna, Chandler, Hayley, Bianca, Lailanie, Crystal, & Alli

Freshmen
Jordan, Louise, & Karen
Coaches:
Alma Parker & Jodi Williams

Manager:
Tonisha White

Captains:
JC Seluda, Mary Key, Brittany Auger & Ashley Meredith
Ketchikan Theatre Ballet

Senior Company
Back: Anne Schuerger, Kimberly Stone, Molly Oien, Stephanie Brown, Caitlyn Lewis, Mari Freitag
Front: Victoria Crabtree, Rachel Koons, Ali Montecillo, Stasha Lee, Taylor Hicks, and Shawna Hofmann

The Nutcracker

Freshman Taylor Hicks as the Dawn Fairy.

Seniors Caitlyn Lewis and Mitch Peura posing as a happy couple.

Senior Mari Freitag, Junior Kim Stone, and Freshman Shawna Hofmann as the Reed Pipes.

Freshman Anne Schuerger as Arabian.

Sophomore Alli Montecillo and Junior Blake Bousley.

Freshman Gabe Potts is one of three Chinese dancers.
Cast members from Kayhi: Coleman Alguire, Laura Brandt-Erichsen, Niles Corporon, Forrest Allred, Jessie Zink, Vanessa Johnson Victoria Clary, Kat Sweetman, Kristina Fabry, Amelia Cooper-Davis, Samantha MacNeith

Belle and her Papa: Samantha MacNeith

Kristina Fabry and Minions

Niles Corporon: Le Fou

Victoria Clary, Kat Sweetman

Gaston: Forrest Allred
Kayhi held its first ever Pre-Holiday Talent Show! Individual students, teachers, Choir, Bands, and Drama dazzled the audience! More talent was displayed at Poetry-Out-Loud and the annual Wearable Arts Show!
A return to years past, SBA sponsored a school-wide bonfire on the field! Proceeds were used to purchase the couch!
Clarke Cochrane

Kayhi Kings

Petersburg

Kayhi

KETCHIKAN
First Place

PETERSBURG
Second Place

WEST VALLEY

Craig

West Anchorage

134
Christmas Classic

Ketchikan

First Place

Kennewick

Second Place

Kaghi Lady Kings

Takes 1st

Mmeaakallu

Klawowyn

Barnew
Seniors Caitlyn Lewis and Dustin Simpson

Kayhi's 2007 Crown Bearers: Maya and Jameson Parker

Prince TJ Hammersland and Princess Sarah Eichner

Left: Kayhi's Senior Male Royalty Allan, Evan, Dustin, Bryce, Kyle, and Joey.
Homecoming King Bryce Timm with his Queen Caitlyn Lewis

Right: Kayhi’s lovely ladies of Senior Court Abby, Chanah, Alissa, Caitlyn, Tara, and Olivia.

Emily Fitzgerald and Whitney Walters

Dave Bergeron and Eli Murph

Grant Wadley

Nico Johnson and Tessa Jaguach

Taylor Knight

Above: Lucas Guenther, Niles Corpacron, Briana Guenther, Evan Bolling, Chael Thomas, Simon Brooks

Right Above: Bryan Möody in mid-stride.

Left Above: Scott McKay, Laura Brandt-Erichsen

Below Right: Taylor Murph, Hannibal Kintanar, Grant Wadley, Scott McKay, Tessa Jaguach, Carter Murph, and Aaron Kiffer

Left: Evan Bolling in mid-shot against goal keeper Stefan Medford and defender Pat Doherty

**Loren Carlson, Joe Truitt, Tyler Bray, Noaya Yoshida, Pat Doherty, and Stefan Medford**

**Sam McDonald, Seth Schum, Gerald Orton, Ryan Clothier, Gabe Potter, Dave Bergeron, Emily Fitzgerald, and Sarah Eichner**

**Justin Hoyt, Martin Moreno, Zoey Shulman-Hardy, Laura Brandt-Erichsen and Bryan Moody**

**Ogden Anzucto, John Sullivan, Matt Nardella, Greg Johnson, Morgan Calvo, Abby Ayberg, Chelsey Calvo, and Nico Johnson**

**Olivia Roun, Jasper Reese, Jonathan Melton, Eli Murph, Taylor Knight, Whitney Walters and Matthew Melton**

**Nick Otness, Eric Lord, Danny Lord, Anthony Chavarría, Kaylee Copeman, Tyler Wharton and Ethan Wharton**
DAMEN BELL-HOLTER | Signs Letter of Intent to play basketball for Missouri State University

JOEL MANALO | Becomes a U.S. Citizen

LARRY MESTAS | Asset Builder

CRYSTAL ALBA | Poetry Out Loud

JORDAN PHILLIPS | Yearbook Cover Artist

JONATHON WILLIAMS | Fan of the Year and Lifetime Award
Now that you are finally "off the hook," go out and explore the world.

Congratulations Class of 2008!

James Allen Thor Graham

May you always have a twinkle in your eyes and a smile on your face!
Love you much—Mom & Dad

Golfing, Skiing or Dancing you always had fun,
Remember the excitement of trying new experiences.

Little Bro—Thanks For Being My Muscle Man.
Now it's time for you to see the world on your own!
Jessi
Hey Bubba-Lou,
You made it!!
We are so proud of you--follow your dreams!
We love you--
Your Family

We're proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations! We're all so very proud of you.
Love from all of us.
"Wherever you will go, go with all your heart."
Thanks for your encouragement, laughter, and insight.
We love you Mom, Jenna, Franco, and Alfee

Loren Carson
I can't believe it....Good luck!
We love you, Mom, Dad, Hannah, Mema, & Papa

Gunnar Farstad
Life will always throw you curve balls, just keep fouling them off . . . the right pitch will come, and when it does, be prepared to run the bases.
Go Gunnar!
Love Mom, Dad, Anders, and Amy
Marta Geldaker

Keep lookin' up!
Love from above.
Dad

The world is outside your door, take it in confidence & grace.
Love you so much. Mom

Cameron Mackey
I'm "ANNOUNCING" what a pleasure it's been to share with my Godson Cameron his senior year, as well as his SBA cohorts Pat Doherty, Alissa White & Pat Troll.

Jacob Creasy
You have always kept us smiling. Love.
Dad, Mom, Ben.
Dan & Gabe
Leanna McMinn
You have grown from this little girl to a lovely young woman. We are proud of you! Congratulations!
Love, Mom & Dad

Tara Hofmann
Your smile is contagious and your laugh warms my heart. You have so many amazing qualities. Take advantage of each opportunity that comes your way. Remember, life is short, live it to the fullest!
You will always be my Tare-Bear!
I love you!
Mom

From the days when your "baling" suit was a complete wardrobe, to Hollister and Abercrombie & Fitch. "You've come a long way baby." We are proud of you and love you lots.
Your biggest fans,
Mom, Dad, Annie, Kenny & Greg

Nicolette Johnson

T-Rock,
It is impossible for me to be any prouder of you. You never fail to bring a smile to my face. Please remember that I will always love you and I will always be here for you. I love you very much!
Love, Dad
Erika Wright

My Wonderful Daughter,
Make the best out of
every chance you get.
Work hard, stay sweet,
and always make good
choices.
All our love, Mom, Kelsey,
and Dennis

Eric Lord

You've come a long way,
Baby! We are so proud of the
fine man you have become.
The sky's the limit for you.
Go for it!
We love you!
Dad, Mom, and Danny

Lillian Pringle

Congratulations,
Lilly! We are very
proud of you.
Love, Dad, Mom,
and Jess
Ciara Rado

Ciara, we are SO proud of you! Congratulations!

Mom, Tim, Elizabeth and Sitkah

Abigail Ahuong

Congratulations, Abby! We support whatever your dreams may be & hope that you will be able to fulfill them all. May God bless & keep you always. We love you & we will miss you when you go to college.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Tita Odeth, Tita Linda, Ate Valerie & Nanay
Congratulations Kelsey!

We're so very proud of you. Your kind heart inspires us daily. May God bless and guide you always.

~Love Mom, Dad, Clint, and all your family~

x 109
You've grown into such a beautiful young woman. May all your dreams and wishes come true!
Your loving family,
Mom, Sam
Aleasha & Patrick

Congratulations!
Love,
Mom and Carter

Trouble certainly came in twos!
Remember who you are.
"Unto whom much is given, much is required," so do much --and then more! Love,
Mom, Dad and Amber

Eli & Taylor Murph

The Kiffers

Courtney

Aaron

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
Once a princess, Always a princess.

**ALISSA WHITE**

We are proud of you!
Love you lots,
Mom & Dan
Dad & Deb

I know it was difficult at
times but you made it!
Such is life. So proud of
you! Remember you can do
anything you set your
mind to.

**Whitney Walters**

I wish you well Whitney. -Mom, Dad, and Samantha

From the enjoyment of your first year's birthday to the excitement of the start of school, you have always found adventure in whatever you've pursued. We love you and wish you well Whitney. -Mom, Dad, and Samantha

**Casey Crayne**
Congratulations Tyler! We are so proud of you! We wish you more success in life.

Mom, John, Jordan, Jeremy, Josh, Matt, and Gerald
Brittany Auger

Brittany,
You are such a special blessing and have brought
great joy and happiness into our lives. You've grown
beyond our greatest expectations. Please always
know that wherever you go and whatever you do, we
are so incredibly proud of you. We will treasure you
always and love you forever and ever!

With hugs and kisses,
Mom, Dad, Jim, Brien, and Lilly too.

Hannibal Kintana, Jr.

Hannybee,
We wish you all the best!
We love you, and we're very
proud of you.

Love,
Mom & Dad, Liezel, Mary
ane, Grandpa & Grandma

Kristen Peterson

Although the road hasn't always
been easy, you've risen above the
challenges and you have excelled!
We're proud of you!

Love,
Aunt Karen, Uncle Frank & Amanda
Mari Freitag

Our love goes with you as you travel into the future.

Love,
Mom, Dad
and Jess

Rebekah Miller

Congratulations Bekah!
We are so proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad,
and all the Kids!

Ty Gass

Congratulations TY TY!!

This is just the beginning!

Love, Mom, Dad,
Rachael & Riley
God made her beautiful...and ours for such a short time! Love, Mom and Dad

**CONGRATULATIONS D!**
WE LOVE YOU AND ARE SO VERY PROUD OF YOU.
LOVE DAD, MOM, MICHAEL Jr., JASON, RYAN, TIA ROSE, AND THE PICKLE.
Cameron Mackey

Our Mighty Goombah - Most Outrageous? Really? Let us count the ways. From riding down Bryant on your bike (wearing roller blades!), to taking a nose dive from a swing at top field (because you decided to fly) - We've always known you feel confident enough to do anything you set your mind to. Just be safe out there and know that we love you too much!

Dad, Mom & Brudder

Ashley Meredith

You have traveled across the country with your family for 18 years. Now it is time to start your own journey. We love you always,

Mom, Dad, Austin, Kara & Keaton

CONGRATULATIONS

Karlee Olsen

You have made us so very proud.

Love

Dad,

Mom &

Eric

Kindhearted

Affectionate

Respectful

Loving

Encouraging

Enjoyable
Messy Jessie
"Ruby Queen"

Ant Bite,
Splinter Bottom,
Fan Finger!

Sing, Dance, Travel,
Laugh & Have Fun!

Love Always
~Dad, Mom & Jaime
Brian Eugene Lindgren
You have been a gift to us, our first grandchild.
Congratulations
Grandma and Grandpa

7 years have flown by,
watching and sharing in all of our accomplishments.
We are so proud of you!
Love
Dad, Mom, Jesse, and Bayley

Elisha Howard
Elisha,
Keep Smiling, and remember to always be yourself, and you will go far. The sky is the limit. We are so proud of you.
Love Mom, Dad, and Ethan

Chloe Hall
We're so proud of you Chloe!
Congratulations and good luck in all you do.
Love Mom, Dad, Casey, Hannah and Hugh Barnett

April Souza
Our Dear A.E.
love you and are so proud of the young woman you have become!
Dad and Mom
Raychaell Harris
4 month old, born on the 1st of April -- Chillin and listening to her tunes! (Her Mommy's Fool)

Corey White
We are so very proud of the person you have become.
Take life and run with it!
Love,
Your Family

Kristen Peterson
It seems like just yesterday you were born, here you are already graduating. I'm very proud of you.
Congratulations.
I Love You,
Dad

Patrick Troll
Hey sweet and clever boy,
We will miss your hair, music, clothes, laugh, muddy cleats, and most of all YOU.
Love, Mom, Dad & Corinna.

Trapper Bishop
May your future be as bright as your eyes, as kind as your heart, and as joy-filled as your smile.
Congratulations, Trapper!
We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad and Roger
Travel the World!
Love, Mom, Dad, Sarah, & Katie

May the force be with you.
We love you.
Mom, & Dad,
Emilie, Katheryn, and Simon

Caitlyn, we are so proud of you. Remember you can accomplish anything you set your mind to. Your future is your world.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Janelle
Be Noble.
We Love You.
Mom, Dad, Sisters, Maddy

Follow your dreams and reach out for the stars! Our hearts go with you.

Love, Mom and Dad
You were a very cute, likeable girl, and now you have intelligence on your side. I'm so happy to have you.
Love, Amy Li

You really did it! Congrats! Matupad sana ang iyong mga pangarap. Mahal Ka namin
Love, Family and Friends

You were a very cute, likeable girl, and now you have intelligence on your side. I'm so happy to have you.
Love, Amy Li

Birdie, Have the courage to live your dreams. 109!
Love, Barb and Dad

Happy smiles of faces of many happy memories of many happy years.
Congrats!
Love, Mom and Sam
The donations of these businesses substantially lowers the cost of the yearbook to you! Please take the time to thank and support the following contributors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alaska Commercial Divers</th>
<th>First Student</th>
<th>Murphy's Custom Metal Art</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska Glass</td>
<td>Good Fortune Restaurant</td>
<td>Ocean View Restaurant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska Marine Line</td>
<td>Great Alaskan Lumberjack Show</td>
<td>The Outlet Store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska Sport Fishing Expeditions</td>
<td>His &amp; Hairz</td>
<td>Arne R. Pihl, D.M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance Realty</td>
<td>Inside Passage / AK.com</td>
<td>Polar Treats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTEC - Alaska Vocational Technical Center</td>
<td>Island Pharmacy</td>
<td>The Pour House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vorne's</td>
<td>Ketchikan Daily News</td>
<td>Radio Shack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RobWires</td>
<td>Ketchikan Education Association</td>
<td>RE/MAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twiceded Awakening</td>
<td>Ketchikan Indian Corporation</td>
<td>Scanlon Gallery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia Helicopters, Inc.</td>
<td>Ketchikan Mining Company</td>
<td>Seaside Trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4i Alaska Sport Fishing Expeditions</td>
<td>Ketchikan Police Department</td>
<td>SignPro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Sol/Nick Michael's Fine Gallery</td>
<td>Ketchikan Public Utilities</td>
<td>The Silver Thimble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversified Investments</td>
<td>Ketchikan Theatre Ballet</td>
<td>Timber &amp; Marine Supply Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockside Trading</td>
<td>Ketchikan Welding North L.L.C.</td>
<td>Tongass Business Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippy's Enterprise</td>
<td>Madison Lumber &amp; Hardware Inc</td>
<td>Tongass Federal Credit Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>downtown Drugstore</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ward Cove Deli</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Congratulations Graduating Class of 2008!

“Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined.”

~Henry David Thoreau

www.remax-ketchikan-alaska.com ~ 907.225.6191 ~ 888.825.6191
Get ready to take off—it's a new day coming. No matter where you go, what you do, take Tongass Federal Credit Union with you! Use our VISA Debit (Check) Card and Credit Cards. Snag account information on-line with internet banking. Send/recieve money by wires and electronic payments. We are here for you! Founded by teachers in 1963, and still THE community credit union. We proudly employ Kayhi graduates!

2000 Tongass Avenue --- www.tongassfcu.com

Congratulations! Make a difference, Class of 2008!

Island Pharmacy

Be great
Graduates of 2008!

Island Pharmacy
3235 Tongass Ave
Ketchikan, AK 99901
(907) 225-6186
Res. (907) 225-5947
Fax (907) 225-6187

Scanlon Gallery
Fine Art In Ketchikan, Alaska
Since 1972

318 Mission St,
Ketchikan, AK 99901
sales@scanlongallery.com
www.scanlongallery.com

Bus: 907.247.4730
Fax: 907.225.4414
Toll Free: 888.228.4730

Swipe a card,
Write a check,
Take out a loan
Travel!!!
We Are Proud of You!

Andrew Brooks • Elisha Howard • Loren Carson
Whitney Walters • Joey Karlson • Dustin Simpson

Our Favorite Staff & Class!

Dolly's Enterprise

and

Alex McDonald would like to congratulate all his friends who graduate in 2008. Best of Luck.

Congratulations to the Class of 2008

From our staff and management.

ketchikandailynews.com
PIONEER PRINTING CO., INC.
DBA Ketchikan Daily News
Alaska Glass & Supply LLC

"Glass for Every Purpose"
Mirrors - Shower Doors - Store Fronts - Vinyl Windows
BOAT * AUTO * HOME

4206 W Cambria
Phone: 225-3078

SUPPORTERS OF KAYHI ACTIVITIES

FAST
DEPENDABLE
PROFESSIONAL

Graphics * Logos * Designs
Lettering Banners

225-SIGN
907 247-7776
Columbia Helicopters salutes the students of Ketchikan High School, and proudly congratulates the class of 2008!

PO Box 7055, Ketchikan, AK 99901
907-225-7879  www.colheli.com

May today's success be the beginning of tomorrow's achievements...
May you have the courage to follow your dreams...
Endless possibilities await you!!!

From the Ketchikan Indian Community
Tongass Business Center
ARP Business Machines, Office Furniture, & Supplies
Tongass Business Center
618 Dock Street
Ketchikan, AK 99901
Phone: (907) 225-9015
Toll Free: (800) 478-9015
Fax: (907) 225-9014
images@tbcenter.com

H & S
FAMILY BARBER AND STYLING SALON
182 Tongass Ave.
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
(907-247-COMB (2662)

Seaside Trading
318 Dock Street
Ketchikan, AK 99901
225-9474

Congratulations
Class of 2008!
Work hard and go far!
Senior Caitlyn Lewis

The Silver Thimble
Beatriz Torres Exale, Owner
"Your Complete Quilt Shop and Sewing Machine Center"
5 Salmon Landing, Ste. 204
Ketchikan, AK 99901
(907) 225-5442
silverthimble@kp.net

Ketchikan Welding North L.L.C
John D. Murphy
Owner/Manager
10540 North Tongass Hwy.
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
Phone: 907-225-6196
Fax: 907-225-0565
Want a Great Job?
Enroll in one of AVTEC’s training programs today!

Training Programs Available:
• Automotive Technology
• Certified Nurse Assistant
• Facility Maintenance Construction Trades
• Industrial Electricity
• Licensed Practical Nurse
• Pipe Welding
• Professional Cooking & Baking
• Welding Technology
• Business & Office Technology
• Diesel/Heavy Equipment Technology
• Facility Maintenance Mechanical Trades
• Information Technology
• Maritime Training
• Power Plant Operation
• Web Development Technology

Contact us today to jump start your career!

Alaska Vocational Technical Center (AVTEC)
809 Second Ave.
Seward, AK 99664
www.avtec.edu
800.478.5389
AVTEC does not discriminate due to race, color, national origin, age, sex, political affiliation, religious beliefs, or disability.
Authentic Chinese Food
Szechwan • Mandarin • Cantonese Cuisine

Good Fortune
RESTAURANT
#4 Creek Street, Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
907-225-1818 - 907-247-1818

Alliance Realty
"We Bring People Together"
Ketchikan's Largest Real Estate & Property Management Agency
www.alliancerealtyllc.com

Alliance Realty, LLC
2204 Tongass Avenue
Ketchikan, AK 99901

(907) 225-HOME (4663)
(907) 225-9651
Fax: (907) 225-0353

Plenty of Parking Next to Tongass Towers
Ketchikan Theatre Ballet
would like to

**Congratulate**

graduating seniors

Mari Freitag
Caitlyn Lewis

Olivia Round
Veronica Smith

"Dance is not separate from the life it comes from." ~ Marie Brooks

---

**CARRYING OUR FUTURE**

First Student Transportation
153 Eichner Avenue
(907) 225-3806

---

**Ketchikan Education Association**

The members of KEA wish the Class of 2008 the best in all your endeavors.
We have watched you grow—and watched you grow up—and we’re proud of you!

---

I Think I Can
I KNOW I Can
timber T & M marine supply inc.

SUZUKI SALES & SERVICE
HONDA SALES & SERVICE
STIHL CHAIN SAWS & ACCESSORIES
EVINRUDE SALES & SERVICE

FROM OUR
KAYHI GRADUATES:
STEVE G. DILLARD
ERIC J. TYSON
KEN C. PERRY

2547 TONGASS AVE.
KETCHIKAN, ALASKA
PHONE 225-6644
FAX 2470644

5160 Shoreline Drive Ketchikan AK, 99901
(907) 247-0771
akcommercialdivers@kpunet.net

Way to Go
Class of 2008!

Alaska Commercial Divers

The Cedars Lodge
Silverking Lodge

Clover Pass Resort

Congratulations Class of 2008!

From Kayhi Graduates Russell, Rod, Jaylyn and Janae

P.O Box 8331 Ketchikan, AK 99901
Toll Free: (800) 813-4363 Website:
www.ketchikanalaskafishing.com

Congratulates the
Class of 2008!

Make this the summer to come and see our show!
Brewed Awakening

25 Stedman St.
907) 247-7628

Open Monday-Saturday 6-6 & Sunday 7-4

Serving many espresso drinks, milkshakes, Chowder, Mostly Muffins' products and more!

SYNC THE FUTURE WITH YOUR DREAMS

ARE YOU PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE ... OR LEAVING IT ON SHUFFLE?

Diversified Investments & Insurance congratulates the graduating class of 2008, their proud families and the community.

Call for a free, confidential consultation and find out how easy it is to make plans for your future.

are you planning for the future ... or leaving it on shuffle?

Diversified Investments & Insurance congratulates the graduating class of 2008, their proud families and the community.

Call for a free, confidential consultation and find out how easy it is to make plans for your future.

dii diversified
investments & insurance

HELPING TO ENHANCE AND PROTECT YOUR FUTURE

INVESTMENTS
Education, retirement, saving and tax-deferred options

INSURANCE
Health, life, disability and long-term care

4022 Tongass Ave, Suite 200 • 907-225-7445 • dii@att.net
Congratulations to the Class of 2008! May you succeed in all your endeavors.

Vassa A. Robertson
Downtown Drugstore
Owner & Registered Pharmacist

300 Front Street
Ketchikan, Ak 99901
Phone (907) 225-3144
Fax (907) 247-3144

Your future's golden . . . Good luck and follow your dreams!
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**Wearable Arts Show**

- **Olivia Round** makes a hiss in her own lizard like outfit
- **Bryce Timm** owns the runway in Susan Walsh's design
- **Taira Wilhelm** boogies down the runway in an outfit by her sister Mira
- **Elizabeth Graham** brings the Orient to the show in a design by Holly Kanoyer
- **Mari Freitag** struts her stuff as a real life painting by Mr. C. Alguire
- **Allan Manuel** really is a ninja in a design by Jordan Phillips
- **Laura Brandt-Erichsen** makes the crowd roar in her own design
- **The Keizer twins** defend the runway as knights in shining armor
- **Tyler Barrett** looks good in his suit of band-aids by Leanna McMinn
- **Karley Lesko** models her own outfit as the Snow Queen of Narnia
- **Morrisa Clark** is styling and profiling in a dress of plastic bags
- **Alissa White** models one of Coleman Alguire’s Dali painting
Benson Bertolano

Benson, you were the greatest guy; so funny and never got mad when we made fun of you.
- PJ

He always made me laugh!
- Juice

Mahal na Mahal kamin... Lagi mong alalahanin na nandito kami para sa nanay at kapatid mo. Magining ma-saya sana kayong mag-kakapatid saan man kayo narooron.
- Joel Manalo

I went to McDonald's, you were getting off work, so we ate lunch and chilled. I wish we took a break again.
- Jon Makua

Shorts + Gangster Wear + Pinky Bling = Benson

...when he fell asleep...

rest in paradise BENSON.
As the war in Iraq passes the four-year mark, tours of duty are lengthened and recruitment standards are relaxed.

To ease the mortgage crisis, the U.S. Senate passes legislation allowing homeowners with delinquent sub-prime mortgages to refinance into federally insured loans.

Several cities in the southeastern U.S. are mere months away from running out of water as drought conditions persist in the region.

Six men are trapped when a Utah coal mine collapses on August 6. Ten days later, the mine collapses again, killing three rescue workers. After four weeks the search ends.

The U.S. Postal Service issues a forever stamp featuring an image of the Liberty Bell. It will always be valid for first class postage on envelopes weighing one ounce or less.

During televised debates, Democratic and Republican presidential candidates answer tough questions submitted by voters via YouTube.

The Nobel Peace Prize is awarded to former Vice President Al Gore and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, represented by Dr. Rajendra Pachauri, for their efforts to call attention to global warming.
Schools across the nation are thoroughly disinfect— and some are even shut down— to quell outbreaks of staph infections, including antibiotic-resistant strains.

In Littleton, Colorado, construction is completed on the $1.5 million Columbine Memorial to the 13 victims of the 1999 shooting at Columbine High School.

In late October, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger declares a state of emergency due to wildfires that burn more than half a million acres in southern California.

Dozens of tornadoes tear across Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, Kentucky and Alabama on February 9, 2008, killing nearly 60 people.

American consumers lose their confidence in China's manufacturers when children's toys tainted with lead trigger widespread recalls.

The Nintendo 'Wii-nomenon' sweeps the nation as the game console outplays the competition with sales of more than 13 million units.

On August 1, a six-lane I-35W bridge stretching across the Mississippi River in Minneapolis collapses into the river during the height of the afternoon rush hour.
People around the world cast more than 100 million online votes to determine the New Seven Wonders of the World. The winning wonders are announced at a gala in Lisbon.

More than 150 of the world’s leading music acts perform in concerts staged around the world for Live Earth, a star-studded event to draw attention to the global climate crisis.

The One Laptop Per Child Foundation launches a limited-time “Give One, Get One” program to spur donations of XO $100 laptops to children in developing nations.

Labour Party leader Gordon Brown succeeds Tony Blair as the new Prime Minister of the United Kingdom of Great Britain.

The melting of the Arctic Sea ice spurs an international network of climate scientists to conclude that global warming is indisputable, and that human activity has been causing temperatures to rise since 1950.

In December, Pakistani opposition leader Benazir Bhutto is assassinated following a political rally in Rawalpindi, Pakistan.

Tropical cyclone Sidr is the deadliest storm to hit Bangladesh in a decade. It destroys thousands of homes, ruins crops and forces more than a million villagers to evacuate.

U.S. astronaut Peggy Whitson is the first female commander at the International Space Station.

Black bears make headlines in Utah, Wyoming and New Mexico as park rangers and wilderness homeowners report raids on backpacks, tents, trash cans and even kitchens.

In a medical experiment, salmonella germs take a ride on the space shuttle. When they return to Earth, the germs are far more lethal than their earthbound counterparts.

Crops are threatened when honeybee colonies in the U.S. and Europe suffer from Colony Collapse Disorder, losing up to 70 percent of their bees due to unknown causes.

Using mice, biologists develop a method to reprogram ordinary skin cells into all-purpose stem cells. This discovery is likely to have a positive impact on treatments for a number of diseases.

Crops are threatened when honeybee colonies in the U.S. and Europe suffer from Colony Collapse Disorder, losing up to 70 percent of their bees due to unknown causes.

An excavation site in Argentina yields the fossilized remains of a previously unknown species of dinosaur, the Futalognkosaurus dukei, measuring more than 105 feet.
Social networking websites continue to surge in popularity. MySpace and Facebook remain dominant as the sites of choice for young people and inspire a host of innovative imitators.

Concerns about overweight dogs and cats hit the headlines. Veterinarians prescribe a regimen of fewer treats, more walks around the neighborhood and no people food.

The healthy growth trend for vitamin waters and other nutrient-boosted consumables continues with the introduction of specialized formulas for immunity, focus and more.

User-generated content grows more popular as network television shows, mainstream musical acts and wannabe media stars join amateur home moviemakers on YouTube. One of the most-watched videos of 2007 features a feline pianist.

Concerns over the environment and increasing energy costs create a growing consumer demand for energy-saving, long-lasting compact fluorescent light bulbs.

Higher prices for coffee beans do not lessen the nation’s craving for coffeehouses. Independents and chains alike continue to be popular with younger consumers.

The Apple iPhone, with its revolutionary touch screen, packs mobile phone, camera, iPod, Web browser, email and IM capabilities into a sleek, portable package.
Cute and comfy baby doll jumper tops and dresses with button straps start as a summer trend and morph into fall fashion layered over close-fitting sweaters and matching tights.

The A-line silhouette comes to outerwear, as swingy trapeze coats become one of the year’s most surprising fashion must-haves.

Fashion takes a look back to the 1980s with the return of leg warmers, worn as an accessory with short skirts or skinny jeans and fashionable ballet flats or moccasins.

Quilted Vera Bradley handbags and totes sweep college campuses, sororities and high school hallways from coast to coast.

The ubiquitous, slouchy suede Ugg boot is reinvented with cozy knitted uppers that keep toes toasty and add a soft, tweedy, textured look to fall and winter ensembles.

Guys sport patterned hoodies that are worn alone or layered under jackets and blazers for an edgy, urban look.

Stephon Marbury inspires a host of celebrities, including Sarah Jessica Parker and Venus Williams, to battle the high-priced fashion industry by creating their own affordable apparel.

The craze for oversized leather bags—in metallic shades of copper, silver and gold—inspires a trend for matching footwear in daytime and nighttime looks.
The music video game Rock Band is released for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. Players perform together in virtual bands, using peripherals to hit notes as they scroll onscreen.

After lonelygirl15 is revealed as a fictional character, her popular storyline continues for a full season as an Internet dramedy series on YouTube and MySpace.

Even after lonelygirl15 is revealed as a fictional character, her popular storyline continues for a full season as an Internet dramedy series on YouTube and MySpace.

Large-scale multiplayer online gaming gives rise to virtual worlds where players interact via avatars and the computer-generated environment is similar to the real world.

Beading makes a comeback as a way to relax and creatively spend time with friends.

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, the seventh and final book in the enormously popular series, is released. Its first U.S. print run is a record-breaking 12 million copies.

The music video game Guitar Hero III: Legends of Rock is released with a soundtrack of 71 playable songs. Slash and other real-life guitarists appear as in-game characters.
The second season of NBC's Heroes continues the adventures of ordinary people with extraordinary powers and reveals more about the shadowy dealings of "The Company."

High School Musical 2 becomes the highest-rated cable broadcast in the nation's history when 17.2 million U.S. viewers tune in to the Disney Channel for its debut.

In the 36th season of CBS's The Price is Right, host Bob Barker retires and comedian Drew Carey takes over the helm at the world's second-longest-running game show.

The NBC drama series Friday Night Lights, about a fictional high school football team, is taped documentary-style, without rehearsals, to give it a more authentic feeling.

On The CW, Blake Lively portrays socialite teen Serena van der Woodsen in Gossip Girl, a drama series that follows the lives of prep school students from New York's Upper East Side.

America Ferrera, who plays Betty Suarez on the popular ABC comedy-drama Ugly Betty, is the first Latina to win the Emmy for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Comedy Series.

ABC's Dancing with the Stars rules the ratings thanks to popular celebrity participants such as Sabrina Bryan of The Cheetah Girls.
Movies

Shia LaBeouf portrays a teenager who is plunged into a high-tech battle between good and evil alien robots in Transformers, a live action adaptation of the 1980s cartoon series.

Atonement receives seven Golden Globe nominations, including lead acting nods for Keira Knightley and James McAvoy.

Disney's National Treasure: Book of Secrets nets the third-highest box-office total ever for a Christmas weekend release.

Disturbia, a surprise hit thriller about a bored teenager under house arrest who thinks his next-door neighbor may be a notorious serial killer, spends three weeks at the top of the box office.

The Great Debaters, based on the real-life victories of a black debate team in the 1930s, receives eight NAACP Image Award nominations.

Joel and Ethan Coen write and direct No Country for Old Men, a film adaptation of Cormac McCarthy's bleak, moody modern western novel. The film receives eight Oscar nominations.
In I Am Legend, Will Smith is the last man alive in New York after a man-made virus wipes out most of the world's population and turns the survivors into dangerous mutants.

Matt Damon reprises his role as amnesiac CIA assassin Jason Bourne for The Bourne Ultimatum, the third film in the Bourne trilogy based on Robert Ludlum's novels.

Starring Zac Efron, Amanda Bynes and newcomer Nikki Blonsky, Hairspray is a zany musical based on the Broadway smash hit.

Best Picture Oscar Nominations

Atonement
Juno
Michael Clayton
No Country for Old Men
There Will Be Blood

After a 19-year hiatus, Harrison Ford returns as Steven Spielberg's adventurous archaeologist in Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull.

Tim Burton directs and Johnny Depp stars as the title character in Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street, an adaptation of the hit Broadway musical.

Using a combination of live action and animation, Enchanted tells the story of Giselle, a fairy-tale character seeking a "happily ever after" ending in modern-day Manhattan.
wins five Grammy awards for her work on Back To Black.

Rihanna records her third album, Good Girl Gone Bad, featuring Jay-Z and Ne-Yo. She receives six Grammy nominations.

Fergie continues to place singles from her triple-platinum solo album, The Dutchess, on the Billboard charts.

Malibu singer-songwriter Colbie Caillat rises to stardom from MySpace. Her song “Bubbly” garners more than 31 million plays and her CD goes platinum.

Newcomer Sean Kingston tops the U.S. Billboard Hot 100 and Pop 100 with “Beautiful Girls,” his first single from his self-titled debut album.

Canadian pop singer Feist enjoys soaring sales for her third solo album, The Reminder, after the single “1234” is featured in a commercial for the iPod nano.

British singer Amy Winehouse brings back the beehive and wins five Grammy awards for her work on Back To Black.

Fall Out Boy headlines the Honda Civic tour, performs at Live Earth concerts and reaches the top of the charts with the release of their album Infinity on High.
Carrie Underwood releases her double-platinum second album, *Carnival Ride*, and contributes the Oscar-nominated song "Ever Ever After" to the soundtrack for the movie *Enchanted.*

After facing off at the MTV Music Awards, rapper-rivals Kanye West and 50 Cent release albums on September 11 and vie for top sales. Kanye's *Graduation* is the victor.

Radiohead invites listeners and fans to pay whatever they want for a digital download of their highly acclaimed seventh album, *In Rainbows.* A "discbox" edition, with standard CD and vinyl LP, is released in January 2008.

Punk-pop princess Avril Lavigne releases her third album, *The Best Damn Thing,* featuring "Girlfriend," her first No.1 single on the Billboard Top 100.
Sports

Tiger Woods achieves his record 14th World Golf Championships win at the WGC-Bridgestone Invitational and claims his 60th PGA Tour win at the BMW Championship.

Norwegian golfer Suzann Pettersen wins five LPGA events including her first major championship in a breakout season.

Former Senator George Mitchell releases a list of Major League Baseball players, including seven MVPs and 31 All-Stars, under investigation for illegal use of steroids and other performance-enhancing drugs.

At X-Games 13, Ricky Carmichael wins the first MotoX Racing Circuit, Simon Tabron does back-to-back 90s in BMX Vert and Jake Brown survives a 40-foot fall.

The veteran San Antonio Spurs, led by Tim Duncan, beat the Cleveland Cavaliers and their young phenom LeBron James, in a 4-0 sweep to win the 2007 NBA finals.

The LSU Tigers pounce on Ohio State early on their way to a 38-24 victory. LSU is the first two-loss team to compete for and win the BCS National Championship.

The American League Champion Boston Red Sox defeat the National League Champion Colorado Rockies in a decisive four-game sweep to capture their second World Series title in four years.
Brett Favre of the Green Bay Packers surpasses Dan Marino's touchdown pass record with number 422. 2007 NFL MVP Tom Brady of the New England Patriots sets the single regular-season mark for touchdown passes with 50.

The Anaheim Ducks claim their first Stanley Cup, beating the Ottawa Senators in five games for the 2007 NHL championship.

Super Bowl XLII MVP Eli Manning leads the New York Giants on a last-minute scoring drive to upset the heavily favored New England Patriots 17-14, shattering the Patriots' bid for a perfect 19-0 season.

Belgian Justine Henin defeats Russian Svetlana Kuznetsova 6-1, 6-3 to win her second U.S. Open title in New York.

Power hitters Barry Bonds, Frank Thomas, Alex "A-Rod" Rodriguez, Craig Biggio and Jim Thome all achieve home run milestones in their Major League Baseball careers.
In January 2008, Academy Award-nominated actor Heath Ledger, 28, is found dead in his Lower Manhattan apartment from an accidental overdose of prescription medication.

Entertainment Weekly names J.K. Rowling—author of the seven-volume, 4,100-page Harry Potter series of best-selling children’s books—as its Entertainer of the Year.

Heartthrob Zac Efron, who came to fame with his performance in the first High School Musical, becomes an even bigger teen star with the release of High School Musical 2.

The Best of Both Worlds tour, starring Miley Cyrus as Hannah Montana, sells out in every city, prompting ticket lotteries, heartbroken fans and scalping scandals.

Multi-talented star Queen Latifah becomes the latest spokeswoman for Jenny Craig. Her message isn’t about getting skinny, but about losing weight to reduce the risk of Type 2 diabetes.

At London’s Wembley Stadium, Princes William and Harry host the Concert for Diana to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the death of their mother, the Princess of Wales.

As Izzy Stevens on ABC’s Grey’s Anatomy, Katherine Heigl is a small-screen star. As Anne Fletcher in the comedy 27 Dresses, she conquers the big screen as well.
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